DO NOT INSERT ON YOUR GPS NAV THE ADDRESS “VIA SAN MARTINO 14”
Driving from the north. Reach Florence (if by the Autostrada A1 exit at Firenze Certosa) follow the blue signs to
Siena (the 4 lane superstrada Firenze-Siena begins at the A1 Firenze Certosa exit)…….
Driving from the south. (if by the A1 Autostrada, exit at Valdichiana and follow the blu signs to Siena).
Approaching the city (40km) after the exit TAVERNE be carefull and stay on the right because at the end of the
superstrada you have to go right following signs indicating Tangenziale-Firenze. Then follow Firenze……
……….Exit at Siena Sud and follow the signs for PORTA ROMANA (you can also follow the blue signs for
Rome, Montalcino, Buonconvento or Cassia SS2). On your right side you will see the Hotel ai Tufi, go straight. On
your left you will see signs indicating porta Tufi but you must continue straight on the main road that after a curve
to the left begins to rise. At the end of the climb there is a traffic light, after which you must turn left.
From now on, go straight without any turn until you reach a traffic light. At traffic light go straight slightly uphill
(you should already see in front of you the PORTA ROMANA).
At the end of the street you have to pass under the camera (you are now inside the historical city wall).

After the camera go straight to Via Roma, that becomes Via Pantaneto. At the end of street turn left for LE
LOGGE DEL PAPA then left again in Via del Porrione which becomes Via San Martino.
Park the car with the 4 arrows on in the small area shown in red just the time to unload the luggage.
We are at N° 14.
( In the meantime please leave this page for the police on the car window to avoid a ticket).
 n.b. If you use GPS-NAV, insert as address VIA ROMA 56 (EX OSPEDALE PSICHIATRICO SAN
NICCOLO’) then follow ONLY the above directions 

* LOCANDA DI SAN MARTINO ~ RESIDENZA D’EPOCA
AUTO IN FERMATA PER CARICO/SCARICO BAGAGLI
IN VIA SAN MARTINO 14

